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This paper describes the process of assessing risk for open source software in an
organization. The process starts with identification of internal and external risk in an
organization. Then, the potential of proactively securing organization’s system will be
analyzed before the threat arises. Risk-based return on investment analysis is used to
measures the effectiveness on how the organization uses the resources to proactively
reducing the risk. It involve the steps of quantifying the cost of resources in one
particular place to accommodate the mitigation plan. Further, the result will be
compared to the cost of resources in all places in case of reactive effort. Finding shows
that effort to proactively secure company from threats by using antivirus should be
conducted with estimation of calculated risk-based return on investment is more than
1820%.
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1. Introduction
Organization that widely uses open source software (OSS) in R&D are concerned with any security
breaches in their system. Open source software are modifiable by anyone, furthermore they are able
to distribute their own version of these unwanted programs without paying a licenses fees or other
restrictions on the software. Such scenario allows equivalent chances for any cyber threats to
penetrate into organization [33]. In consequences, the risk of theft on intellectual property (IP), the
spread of all possible spyware, malware, virus and denial of service (DoS) attack, to name just a few
are common in organization that adopt these OSS. Such clean up in the aftermath of these cybercrime
is significantly more expensive than the crime itself [17].
As cybercrime has becoming a business where it poses the biggest threat in any organization, in
which criminals considered this crime to be more profitable than drug trade, it is reported that
cybercrime expenses will continue to climb sharply if no further action are taken. Since more business
companies are moving online, cybercrime will damage the company performance and the national
economies. Cybercrime also damages business trade, competitiveness, innovation, and global
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economic development [17]. As such, even one case of cyber-attack in organization is able to greatly
affect organization.
An organization can reduce this OSS risk by identifying current internal and external risks. Internal
risks refer to risk from within the organization and normally arise during normal operations of the
company. Common factors for internal risks include human factors, technological factors, and
physical factors. Internal risks usually happen during normal operation of the company such as
stability, organizational structure, and incentives, to name just a few. Stability of a business
organizations is about the ability of an organizations to finance its operations, its debt obligations
and to grow more profits. Meanwhile, organizational structure is about to enhance their business
operations by evaluating its workers positions, hierarchy and lines of communication. Incentives also
can be one of internal risk to the organization, in particular if it is not done correctly, fairly and
appropriately to the employees.
Meanwhile, external factors are events or condition that arise from outside of the organization
such as the country’s economy, political legal factors and technology, to name a few. Country’s
economy will definitely have an impact on the organization since it is uncontrollable. However, it is
important to understand such threat and handle it during its boom or bust time. Political legal factors
that involves changes in government structures or government policies will also affects business
operations. Whereas for technology risk, it is important for organization to monitor technological
developments in their field for their business to remain relevant [7, 10, 21, 27].
Following the strategies laid by Stoneburner et al. [25], there are four possible options for
assessing OSS risks in organization such as the following:
a.
Reducing security risk: Implementing appropriate technologies and tools (e.g.
antivirus, firewall) or adopting securities policies (e.g. password, port blocking).
b.
Transferring security risk: Outsourcing service provision bodies or insurance agency.
c.
Avoidance of security risk: Eliminating the source of risk or asset’s exposure to the risk.
d.
Acceptance of security risk: Involve the security risk as part of business operation.
In this article, we will focus on reducing security risk by analyzing the potential of proactively
securing organization’s operating system before the threat arises. As proposed by the literatures, a
proactive measure to secure organization from possible threats significantly reduce organization’s
vulnerability. Such efforts include Khorshed et al. [15] and Kandias et al. [14] that suggested proactive
threat detection model to reduce risk in cloud computing and YouTube platform respectively, while
Bhatt et al. [4] proposed a framework to better detect threats that are multi-stage and advanced in
nature. Barnum [2] not only proposed proactive counter measure to defeat threats, they also
suggested a sharing of relevant cyber threat information among trusted organizations to better
handle such threats. Our concern in this work is in particular on external factors of cyber-attack which
likely to be a public attack that are trying to break into the organization as open source software.
We will make use of risk-based return on investment (RROI) analysis to assess advantages of using
the proposed proactive security in the organization. This analysis is a popular accounting metric to
compare business investment, in particular on how much the organization will get from the spent
amount of money. It has widely been used in economics, such as works by Richard et al. [22], McNulty
et al. [19], Kleemann [16], Satiman et al. [24] to name just a few; and Bashir and Christin [3]. However,
to our knowledge, there are limited number of works on using this analysis to be adopted in the field
of information technology, in particular in assessing the advantage/disadvantage to proactively
securing OSS threat in organization. Only exceptions include work by Bojanc and Jerman-Blazic [5]
that adopted this analysis to quantify risk in information security.
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2. Methodology
In method selection, we are using risk-based return on investment (RROI) analysis. RROI is also
known as Sharpe ratio example which is a measure of an investment’s return. For this case, it
measures the effectiveness on how the organization uses the resources to proactively reducing the
risk by quantifying the cost of resources in one place to accommodate the mitigation plan, compared
to the cost of resources in all places in case of reactive effort.
Assessing the Risks
We used RROI to measure the effectiveness on how the organization can use its resources to
proactively reducing the risk posed by the aforementioned threats. The underlying idea of this
proactive analysis is to quantify cost of resources in one place to accommodate the mitigation plan,
as compared to considering cost of resources in all places in case of reactive effort.
3. Data
In this article, we will use the primary and secondary data.
3.1 Internal Source: Open Source Repository (OSR)
We collect data which contains number of open source software available in the organization.
These OSS is grouped into different types of the category used in organization’s R&D department.
Table 1 shows current data of tools category on the number of OSS in the organization with
approximately 7832 open source software available in the OSR running on different type of Operating
System (OS).
Table 1
List of Tools Categories available in OSR
Tools Categories
Compiler
Database
Editor
General
Image
Libraries
Security
System
Utilities
Web Browser
Total

Number of Tools / Category
42
4
10
185
10
97
4
4
85
7
448

We consider 10 categories of OSS, namely the compiler, database, editor, general, image,
libraries, security, system, utilities and web browser. The detail of these categories is presented in
Table 2.
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Table 2
OSS Categories
OSS Category
Compiler

Function
Used in writing programming which transforms the source code to another
computer language.

Database

Used to collect, organize, manage and store the Information. (e.g. MySQLweb application development)

Editor
General

Software that can easily modifiable as source code.
Has a large range of software. For example, in general, it has included pdf
viewer, spreadsheet and retrieves email from remote.
Graphical software that user can use to create and manipulate their
graphics.
Included libraries of general, graphics, font, programming, network library
and X library. For example, the open source software of Pango library which
is used for laying out and rendering of text that can use internationally.
Has the software that will help to connect the remote computer in the quick
and easy way.
A free system that public can download and use. The most common open
source system is Linux.
Include three categories which are general, system and network utilities.
Utilities can include server software, tape achieve, documentation reader
and so on.
Used to browse the website. In the category of the web browser, the
example given are Arora, Firefox, Thunderbird and others.

Image
Libraries

Security
System
Utilities

Web browser

3.2 External Source: Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures Details
An external source for easy use of web page is called common vulnerabilities and exposures (CVE)
system. This system provides reference method for the publicly known information security
vulnerabilities and exposures from national vulnerability database (NVD). Its web page compiled all
related information on vulnerability. Table 3 shows number of vulnerabilities together with
vulnerability range (with percentage) throughout the year 2016.
Table 3
Distribution of vulnerabilities in Year 2016
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Table 3 indicates the common vulnerability scoring system (CVSS). This scoring system is a
framework for finding a solution to quantify the level of vulnerabilities in the software by
standardizing their scoring system. Such system is able to help organization to strategically make
informed decision in solving the vulnerabilities problem of the software.
3.3 Calculating the Risk
We make use of employee’s basic salary as standard of calculation. The salary of employee in IT
department is RM3500 per month. We divide this salary by approximating 20 working days in a
month will give the cost per day as RM175.
To assess the uncertainty of the cyber-attack, we use Bayesian approaches which gives ( ≤
), as in Equation 1.
( ≤ )=

( ≤ | )

( ),

(1)

where H is the level of cyber-attack.
With this test, we are indicating that the computer system is having cyber-attack because of the
open source software that they are using. Let X be 1 and 0 according test on OSS which given positive
or negative response of being attacked.
Table 4
Situation of system under attack

Situation of Organization’s system is under
attack
Under low risk
Under medium risk
Seriously high risk
Critical risk

0
1
2
3

Table 4 assumes that the company will be facing situation of being under attack. The percentage
of the CVSS is used to calculate Ө, the risk of cyber-attack for OSS.
Table 5
Score of CVSS
CVSS score

Percentage

Under Attack

0.1 - 3.9

0.104

0

4.0 - 6.9

0.512

1

7.0 – 8.9

0.165

2

9.0 – 10.0

0.219

3

Table 5 shows the percentage score of the CVSS which is aligned with Table 4.
We illustrates the calculation as follows:
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Table 5
Percentage of CVSS score
CVSS Score
.
.
.

.

".

#.

.

Value
1.80 + 1.00 + 3.70 + 3.9
= 0.10
100
23.2 + 14.60 + 13.40
= 0.512
100
15.8 + 0.7
= 0.165
100
21.9
= 0.219
100

.

Further, we test the positive response of cyber-attack, as illustrated in Table 6. Let the percentage
of denial of service be 0 which is the system is under lower risk, code execution 1, overflow 2 and
bypass something & gain privileges 3, which poses critical risk towards the system.
Table 6
Vulnerability Trends Over Time for Open office (from CVE details)
Year

# of
Vulnerabilities

2002

1

2004

3

2005

2

2006

Denial
of
Service

Code
Execution

Overflow

Bypass
something

Gain
Privileges
1

2

1

1

1

1

5

1

2

3

2007

6

1

5

3

2008

2

1

1

1

Total

19

4

11

9

1

2

21.1

57.9

47.4

5.3

10.5

% Of
All

1

1

From Table 6, we can formulate the following conditional probabilities:
10.5 + 5.3
= 0.158
100
47.4
($ = 1| = 2) =
= 0.474
100
57.9
($ = 1| = 1) =
= 0.579
100
21.1
($ = 1| = 0) =
= 0.211
100
($ = 1| = 3) =

By combining all probabilities of positive cyber-attack of OSS,
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P(X=1) = P(X=1|Ө =3)P(Ө =3) + P(X=1| Ө =2)P(Ө =2) + P(X=0| Ө =1) +
P(X=0|Ө=0)P(Ө =0)
= 0.158×0.219 + 0.474×0.165 + 0.579×0.512 + 0.211×0.104
= 0.4312.
Now, we calculate posterior distribution by using Bayes’ theorem,
%( |&) = '(( )%( ))/%(&)

(2)

where % is a general express distribution of the cyber-attack.
Critical risk will affect the system by the open source software
P (Ө =3|X=1) = [P (X=1|Ө =3) P (Ө =3) ]/ P (X=1)
= (0.158 x 0.219)/0.4312
= 0.0802
Seriously high risk will affect the system by the open source software
P (Ө =2|X=1) = [P (X=1| Ө =2) P (Ө =2) ]/ P (X=1)
= (0.474 x 0.165)/0.4312
= 0.1814
Medium risk will affect the system by the open source software
P (Ө =1|X=1) = [P (X=1| Ө =1) P (Ө =1) ]/ P (X=1)
= (0.579 x 0.512)/0.4312
= 0.6875
Low risk will affect the system by the open source software
P (Ө =0|X=1) = [P (X=0| Ө =2) P (Ө =0) ]/ P (X=1)
= (0.211 x 0.104)/0.4312
= 0.0509
Table 7
Expected loss from cyber-attack towards open source software per year
Risk

Probability of
cyber attack

Day to
recover

Expected loss per attack
outcome (RM)

Cyber-attack per
year (RM)

critical

0.0802

10

26250

327306.7332

high

0.1814

8

21000

115766.2624

moderate

0.6875

6

15750

22909.09091

low

0.0509

3

7875

154715.1277

Total

620697.2142

By making use of the previous calculation, we approximate the expected incurred loss of
organization in Table 7. The expected loss is calculated by using the standard employee’s salary as
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mentioned in previous subsection. We consider human resource to be 15 employees which is in line
with current number of employees in the IT department.
Table 8 shows the protection against malware attack available online by AV-TEST. AV-TEST
suggested that average protection against 0-day malware attacks inclusive of web and e-mail threats
in organization takes up to 98% effort through Real-World Testing of 162 samples.
The risk return on investment (in %) is calculated as follows
RROI = [Total expected loss of cyber-attack per year – (Total price of antivirus per
year × capability of protection against malware attack)]/ Total price of
antivirus per year

RROI =

./012,045.16718(./91,97:×2.4<)
./91,97:

= 18.21

Table 8
RROI-Risk Return on Investment
No. of laptop/computer of the company

250

Price of antivirus per year (RM)-refer website of Mc Afee for
small business

129.38

Total price of antivirus Mc Afee per year (RM)

32345

Protection against malware attack (average)

0.98

RROI-Risk Return on Investment (%)

1820.989687

RROI (RM)

588,352.2142

The findings showed that by using proactive solution in organization, i.e. adopting antivirus
software to protect the cyber-attack from OSS threats will give strong countermeasure of the risk
return on investment (RROI) of approximately 18.21 or 1,821%. Such estimation also suggests the
prevention of risk avoidance totaling of RM588,352.21 in monetary value, where the amount of
cyber-attack per year totaling to RM620,697.21 to be subtracted from the price of antivirus per year
(RM32,345.00).
4. Conclusion
In this study we provide a simple model of RROI for quantitative risk analysis of proactive securing
the organization in any possible threats. Based on the findings, organization should take proactive
action to securing their organization from possible threats with the effort of installing antivirus
throughout their organization. Such proactive way needs to be done if the company would like to use
open sources software in their company. As open sources do not use a licenses, possible risks will
always be there even though the company is able to create their own internal program. By using
antivirus as proactive counter measure, prevention to possible risks is expected to save
approximately RM 588,352.21 in monetary value, with RROI’s percentage at 1820% efficient.
Organization should also use proactive action by prior scanning softwares using CVE. If the software
falls in dangerous level, the software should be removed.
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Among initial steps to prevent the risk include establishing staff training program to maintain user
awareness of the cyber risk, filter out unauthorized access and malicious content to protect
organization’s networks against external and internal attack, and consistently monitor and test
security controls.
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